1. REFER TO C1.00 FOR C2.00 SHEETS. STA EXTENTS (ALIGNMENT MATCH LINES).
2. REMOVE (E) NON-PAINT TRAFFIC STRIPING PRIOR TO NEW STRIPING & MARKINGS.
3. NEW STRIPING & MARKINGS SHALL MATCH (E) PATTERNS, U.O.N.
4. CALTRANS DETAILS 29 & 32 MM START/STOP INCLUDES TAPER, WHERE OCCURS.
1. REFER TO C1.00 FOR C2.00 SHEETS STA EXTERNS (ALIGNMENT MATCH LINES).
2. REMOVE (E) NON-PAINT TRAFFIC STRIPING PRIOR TO NEW STRIPING & MARKINGS.
3. SPECIES, PROTECT (E) SURVEY MONUMENTS & RENUMBRAS IN PLACE.
4. NEW STRIPING & MARKINGS SHALL MATCH (E) PATTERNS, E.O.N.
5. CALTRANS DETAILS 29 & 32 MM START/STOP INCLUDES TAPERS, WHERE OCCURS.

DETAILED NOTES:
- NORTHBOUND
- SOUTHBOUND
SHEET NOTES:
1. REFER TO C1.00 FOR C2 SHEETS STA EXTENTS (ALIGNMENT MATCH LINES)
2. REMOVE (3) NON-PAINT TRAFFIC STRIPING PRIOR TO NEW STRIPING & MARKINGS
   SEE SPEC. PROTECT (5) SURVEY MONUMENTS & BENCHMARKS IN PLACE.
3. NEW STRIPING & MARKINGS SHALL MATCH (3) PATTERNS, U.O.N.
4. CALTRANS DETAILS 29 & 32 MM START STOP INCLUDES TAPES, WHERE OCCURS

PLAN: STA 240+00 TO 280+00

SILVERADO TRAIL STRIPING
FEDERAL PROJECT # HSIP 5921 (080)

RDS 20-02 C2.10
Sheet Notes:
1. Refer to C1.00 for C2.00 Sheets STA extents (alignment match lines).
2. Remove (c) non-paint traffic striping prior to new striping & markings. See spec. Protect (d) survey monuments & benchmarks in place.
3. New striping & markings shall match (e) patterns, unless.
4. Caltrans details 29 & 52 mm starts/stop includes tapers, where occurs.

Sheet Title:
PLAN: STA 280+00 TO 300+00

Silverado Trail Striping
Federal Project # HSIP 5921 (080)
RDS 20-02
Sheet C2.11
SHEET NOTES:
1. REFER TO C1.00 FOR C2.48 SHEETS STA EXTENTS (ALIGNMENT MATCH LINES).
2. REMOVE (E) NON PAINT TRAFFIC STRIPING PRIOR TO NEW STRIPING & MARKINGS ARE PLACED. PROTECT (E) SURVEY MONUMENTS & BENCHMARKS IN PLACE.
3. NEW STRIPING & MARKINGS SHALL MATCH (E) PATTERNS, E.O.N.
4. CALTRANS DETAILS 29 & 32 MM SPACETAP INCLUDES TAPERS, WHERE OCCURS.
SILVERADO TRAIL STRIPING
FEDERAL PROJECT # HSPI 5921 (080)

PLAN: STA 840+00 TO 860+00

SHEET NOTES:
1. REFER TO C.1 FOR C.2 SHEETS STA EXTENTS (ALIGNMENT MATCH LINES).
2. REMOVE (E) NON-PAINT TRAFFIC STRIPING PRIOR TO NEW STRIPING & MARKINGS.
   - SEE SPEC. PROTECT (E) SURVEY MONUMENTS & BENCHMARKS IN PLACE.
3. NEW STRIPING & MARKINGS SHALL MATCH (E) PATTERNS, U.O.N.
4. CALTRANS DETAILS 29 & 32 MM START/STOP INCLUDES TAPERS, WHERE OCCURS.
DETAIL 39
STA 1310+00 - 1320+00
NORTH Bound

DETAIL 39A
STA 1312+00 - 1313+06
SOUTH Bound

DETAIL 22
STA 1317+76 - 1320+00

DETAIL 29
STA 1325+33 - 1329+50

MAINTAIN (E) NB GAP

REMOVE STRIPE & REESTABLISH NB GAP

MAINTAIN (E) NB GAP

SHEET NOTES:
1. REFER TO CO. FOR C2.46 SHEETS STA EXTENTS (ALIGNMENT MATCH LINES)
2. REMOVE (E) NON-PAINT TRAFFIC STRIPING PRIOR TO NEW STRIPING & MARKINGS
   SEE SPEC. PROTECT (E) SURVEY MONUMENTS & BENCHMARKS IN PLACE.
3. NEW STRIPING & MARKINGS SHALL MATCH (E) PATTERNS, E.O.N.
4. CAL TRANS DETAILS 79 & 52 MM START/STOP INCLUDES TAPERS, WHERE OCCURS.

PLAN: STA 1310+00 TO 1330+00
FEDERAL PROJECT # HSIPL 5921 (000)

SILVERADO TRAIL STRIPING

C2.46